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A MEDITERRANEAN SPACE LARP BY NOT ONLY LARP

ABOUT OUR DIFFERENCES.

Calling all recruits for a space
exploration mission!
Train at the Magdalena Center and
seize your future.
After decades of war between their planets, the rheans, deimians, and
keplians have recently signed a peace treaty.
War has destroyed many of their resources, making the planned colonization
missions a necessity.
Mission together is the 10th colonization mission. This time, recruits will be
trained to explore Ultreia, a potentially habitable planet.
They were bred for war; now they’re tasked with togetherness.
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Larp
Larpthemes
themes
TRAINING

M I L I TA R Y V S . C I V I L I A N S

CLASS STRUGGLE

RACIS

WA R

C O LO N I Z AT I O N
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No
Nopart
partof
ofthe
thegame
game

COMMENTS ON THE
B O D Y O F T H E P L AY E R S
ARE PROHIBITED

SEXUAL VIOLENCE
IS NOT IN GAME
LG B T I P H O B I A
IS NOT IN GAME

SEXISM IS NOT IN GAME

P L E A S E N O T E T H AT R A C I S M
, CLASS STRUGGLE AND XENOPHOBIA
A R E PA R T O F T H E G A M E .
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First
Firstyears
years
Hundreds of years ago, we managed to break the chains of gravity and
lightspeed. Now being shackled to a single planet is a distant memory...

A burst of almost uncontrolled energy generated by an Alcubierre drive.

that place was nothing more than a glimpse of our past.
Centuries ago, we found a binary star system where Hyperion and Theia,
two twin G2 stars, swung in an eternal dance in the void. Around them
spun a plethora of planets in intertwined orbits with complex Lagrange
points crowded with asteroids and small moons.
We made landfall with powerful rockets on multiple planets, attempting
by humans: Rhea, Deimos, and Kepler. Now the Rheans, Deimians, and
conditions, such small variances in gravity, radiation, and temperature
ranges, evolution has branched, and each society has developed a vastly
different culture.
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The war
The long war started when the population of Deimos kept growing, but
trade and farming capabilities failed to provide enough for its people.
After a neutron explosion from a fusion generator in one of their food
production centers, their supply dropped to only 10% of their needs. When
Rhea and Kepler refused to send enough aid, the military joint command
of Deimos took some of the Rhean farm moons by force, kicking off a fullscale planetary war.

After multiple battles for moons, asteroids, and surface positions on enemy
planets, the Deimians and Rheans were decimated up to the verge of

moon complex, the peace treaties were signed.
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The missions
The war ended six months ago. The winners of the war, the Keplians,

the best trainers and commanders of the three planets show their
strengths to the different teams that will colonize other planets.

they depart for planet Ultreia.
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The experience
Different groups will have a slightly different larp experience.
TRAINERS
A training facility needs teachers, and the Mission will need 3 directors (one for each
planet). For these roles, we are looking for experienced larpers who want to give play
to others.
MILITARY GROUP
young and inexperienced. They are meant to be in charge of the safety
of this mission

SPACESHIP PILOTS
simulate the experience.
ENGINEERS/MECHANICS
mission. They will be in charge of the hydroponic system, the weapons
and making all

technology work.

SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS
new planet.
POLITICIANS
There are three delegations representing their planets at the mission.
ARTISTS
meant to preserve the cultures of their planets.
The EMbrace Unit at Mission Together is an experimental subdivision of artists. They
are profesional companions who provide care for those they choose as clients. The
ones belonging to this unit are respected professionals as their human and synthetic
counterparts are in their respective planets. They also have a recognizable level of
inﬂuence with leadership. This is a small unit so far comprise of an android set to the
speciﬁcations of each race. The individuals involved in this unit, will experience,
romantic, sexual, political and existential plots.
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Practical and Signup
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Diversity in nationalities and larp experience.
Patron tickets will have priority.
POC tickets will have priority.
are cast in.
nizers of other larps, and other people.

-

Design process and casting
You will receive a character concept some months before the larp and a closed character sheet less
your character.

Refunds
If you cancel your participation after 5th May we can only refund you 200€ of the ticket.

reason. In such a case, the full fee will be returned to the participant.

Accesibility
The location has an area of more than 11.000 m2 on two floors. The venue is wheelchair accessible.
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Schedule
Schedule
First day
8.00: LARP BUS DEPARTS FROM BILBAO CITY AND AIRPORT.
11.00: ACCOMMODATION.
13.00: WORKSHOPS START.
16.00: LARP STARTS.
AT THE MOMENT THE LARP STARTS, EVERYTHING WILL BE IN-GAME.
THERE WILL BE A FEW OFF-GAME AREAS.
YOU’LL BE ABLE TO GO TO THESE AREAS ANYTIME YOU FEEL LIKE IT.

Second day
LARP DAY.

Third day
LARP ENDS DURING AFTERNOON / NIGHT.
AFTER LARP PARTY.

Fourth day
8.00: LARP BUS DEPARTS TO BILBAO CITY AND AIRPORT.
11.30: LARP BUS ARRIVES AT THE AIRPORT AROUND THIS HOUR.

Bilbao City

If you arrive to Bilbao before the scheduled date, we’ve checked the following
info with locals about hotels.
www.hotelseminariobilbao.com
This hotel is located near the airport but we don't have real references (and
might not be the best option if you want to visit Bilbao)
bilbao.zenithoteles.com
Reasonable prices, good quality, not far from the bus station (where you can get
a bus to the airport)
DISCLAIMER: We don't endorse any hotel and we can't guarantee anything
regarding them, we just asked a few friends about their personal experiences
and city knowledge.
Also, Bilbao center is not that big, and according to locals you can go everywhere
walking 15-20 minutes. Highlighted area in this map is what's considered "city
center" and walking from side to side should take 25-30 minutes tops. By the
way, red crosses mark the location of bus stops to/from the airport.

X Bus stops to/from airport
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Playing
Playingrules
rules
with your co-players.

You are your own game master within the
limitations of the game and safety rules
What you see is what is there to see
you will have to deal with the consequences. Respect other people’s experiences and safety:
avoid any behavior or attitude that can hurt the immersion or the experience of other players,
but also keep in mind that safety comes first.

There might be secrets, but, in this larp,
secrecy is not important

Verum
rarely do so.

Harry will do it
will make it happen.
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Rhea
Rhea
The color of Rhea is green , because Rhea was a Paradise... but not anymore.

After the war, this edenic planet has turned into a devastated desert. What once
was a beautifully controlled jungle that fed all three planets now exists only in
holovids and lab tubes. Science and Agriculture have melded into the creation of
the Greenhouses that now support the very little left. To think they once were the
garden and farmlands of the Tri-Planet Accords.

those who stand out the most from their counterparts, are the most beautiful in

used by the Rheans to become more and more attractive.

procreation in order to keep the Rhean legacy strong. Thus, the minds of Rheans
are not concerned by such things as ‘romance,’ and they can enjoy their lives,

as others know it on the rest of the planets, is unexpected and undesirable to
Rheans. Most family groups tend to have more than one social mother and social
father, depending on their parental relationships.

Their eyes are particularly sensitive to the atmosphere in Kepler, so they need eye

The racist slurs used to refer to Rheans: ‘slut’ or ‘cocksucker’.

Players that play Rehans will wear a green bracelet provided by the orga.
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Deimos
Deimos
yellow
cities and the work of the soil.

extended beyond their planets to mine and produce every possible metal from

life doesn’t collide in their cities in the skies.

When their population exceeded their trading and self-production capabilities,
they started an all-out war. Now they are a decimated but proud race that has lost
a long war that they fought to a bitter end.

parentage, called a ‘unit.’ Their family ties are the unit’s ties. Their battle mates
become their siblings.

from the unit. What’s mine is yours, and what’s yours is mine, and it all belongs to

war has made the resources needed for sleeves a rarity.

is training. After an hour of breathing without the proper equipment, they can
suffer a severe lung condition.
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Kepler
Kepler
The color of Kepler is red. Kepler is the spear point.

A democratic oligarchy with a full long-term evolution plan at hand. In the system,
they are the needle of the balance.

Kepler won the war. An attrition win, but a victory nonetheless. Keplians were
responsible for the Truce Accords, and are also the motivators behind the Mission
Together project. They currently strive for peace and the rebuilding of the planets
from the ashes of war. Acting as mediators, they have offered sanctuary to
refugees before. They want Mission Together to be an example of the three races
using their knowledge together.

economy and trade to their families. A relationship contract, written by special
lawyers and containing everything from the amount of possible partners,
descendents, and the expiration date of the relationship, is only arranged and
approved for a couple whose marriage makes sense. A very small (and sometimes

event that ties spouses together.

Keplians are here to bring their ideals of tolerance to this mission and ensure
the truce. They are politicians, tacticians, scientists, technicians, and particularly
diplomats.

Keplians need pills to breathe the same air as the other races in the Interestellar

worth it.

The racist slurs used to refer to Keplians: ‘trickster’ or ‘liar.’

Players that play Keplians will wear a red bracelet provided by the orga.
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Sleeves
There are two variations of a sleeve, depending on your economic fortune.

The wealthy and the military both have access to custom grown sleeves,
often improved versions of themselves: Faster, tougher, built for beauty.
While it doesn’t lead to immortality, sleeves do lead to amorality. When you
can indulge in any activity, without any fear - why hold back?

For those who cannot afford such luxuries, there are always "rent-a-body"
agreements, or trades. There will always be more needs for a sleeve than
there are those available. A market has grown where the average person
can rent their body as a "sleeve" to another for a short amount of time, or a
straight up trade between two individuals on different planets.

The weary businessman that doesn’t have the time to travel physically opting
for mind transfer, the grandmother wanting to visit her children without the
means to pay the exorbitant costs of traveling from one planet to another,
the research undergrad, the artist wanting to experience another life, etc. All
of these are in the market for this service. Of course, all cost-saving measures

not uncommon, especially after extended periods of time. A mind cannot

background checks, problems like unsavory individuals using the system to
commit murder or other criminal activities have primarily been dealt with.

Now there are only a few sleeves available. It is punishable by law to wear a
sleeve from a different planet than your own.
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Androids
The androids, AIs in sleeves, don’t seem much different than humans. But
they are programmed to live, to feel, and to behave.

Playing an android means you are not playing a person but a thing.

Androids
[The EMbrace Unit]

The EMbrace Unit at Mission Together is an experimental subdivision of
artists. They are profesional companions who provide care for those they
choose as clients. The ones belonging to this unit are respected
professionals as their human and synthetic counterparts are in their
respective planets. They also have a recognizable level of influence with
leadership. This is a small unit so far comprise of an android set to the
specifications of each race. The individuals involved in this unit, will
experience, romantic, sexual, political and existential plots.

players who play an android.
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Safety
Safety
Not Only Larp Safety System
Our safety system relies on the ability of players to set and respect boundaries, be able to say safe words,
is not for you.

Code of conduct
Each person’s body is their own. They alone may set their boundaries and say what makes them comfortable.

of Conduct; and for the consequences of their actions to others.
Should anyone harm another participant, whether intended to do so or not, they must accept the
responsibility of their own behavior. If you are informed about this kind of situation, you are expected to
informed that you have harmed someone.
ask them to stop. Please inform the Safety Team of the incident. You may report anonymously if you feel
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Safe words

have to follow.
– Red. The scene stops immediately. This is an order. If a participant uses this, the other players involved in
the scene should ask them what they need.

Hard limits
Comments of the body of the players are prohibited.
Sexual violence will not be played on.
LGBTIphobia will not be played on.
Sexism will not be played on.
PLEASE NOTE THAT RACISM, CLASS STRUGGLE AND XENOPHOBIA ARE PART OF THE GAME.

Sex

Safe space
impact on you, you can come here and eat, rebalance, relax, or sleep. You’ll find a walkie to contact the safety
team.
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Are you OK?

You can reply with:

“Yes, I am OK”.

“Not sure”.

ask the player if they want to stop the scene.

“No, I am not”.

Medical Team
NotOnlyLarp has a First Aid Team to deal
Team.
We have a first aid kit,
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Safety Team
NotOnlyLarp has a Safety Team to deal with any issue that can be considered a violation of the Code of
Conduct or threaten attendee safety.
Feel free to raise any complaint to our Safety Team. Each complaint received will be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis.
Safety Team Members
Cripzy Romero, Esperanza Montero, Alexandra “Lu” Beck, Enrique Esturillo, Javy Dorta and Kai Simon
Fredriksen.

Harassment

the Safety Team to take action upon a complaint.
For our purposes, harassment includes:

Non-consensual physical or emotional interactions;
Non-consensual sexual acts.
Unwelcome sexual attention, whether verbal or physical.
This harassment policy applies to both in-person and online activities. Participants asked to stop any
members are also subject to the anti-harassment policy.
REPORTING HARASSMENT

Before the event: If you are privy to information about harassment towards yourself or someone else
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Please note that if a harassment issue occurs, at least one of us will need to speak firsthand to the person
we know how misinformation can be spread accidentally between multiple people. We trust everyone
Anyone in the safety team who personally knows the people involved in the incident won’t be able to make
decisions about it.
If a violation of the Code of Conduct becomes known, please a member of the Safety Team as soon

After the event:
You may choose to wait until after the event to report a violation, in which case, please email notonlylarp@

Level 1:

Level 2:
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NotOnlyLarp
www.notonlylarp.com

the creation of their story.

We commit to safety ethics.
share these core values. For our current and future projects, every crew member is required to
Safety first: people are more important than the LARP.
available to everyone.
We do not accept any type of discrimination.
That includes, but is not limited to: LGBTQIA*-phobia, racism, sexism, classism, ableism,
We stand with victims and protect them and their privacy.

We stand with minorities.
on them, so the input and feedback of members of minorities is invaluable for us and deeply
appreciated at all times.
We listen and learn.
We can make mistakes but we do our very best to handle situations. We understand we are
not experts in all fields therefore, we try to listen and learn from players and ask consultants.
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We
Wedream
dreamawake
awake

Team
Team
Thanks to Nina Teerilahti, who drew the hands for the “Ok Check-in” technique.
Thanks to the House Canariensis, EntreRevs and the Spanish larp community for their help and advices.
Thanks for the pictures to Kai S. Fredriksen and the models:
Bjørn Sem, Anne H. Demian, Valentina the Black Pearl, Stephanie Dubois and Sonya Lynn.
See you in space!
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